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Abstract
XML is originally designed for the use in document processing. Every classical
document processing system supports a mechanism which is called macro. In
general, a macro is a named collection of actions. These actions are executed
whenever the name of the macro appears in a document instance. We describe
a very small but powerful macro language for XML. The presented language
supports macros with arguments. As a main result we will show that for a macro
expansion H and a recognizable set R the set H-1(R) of trees t, whose macro
expansion H(t) are in R, is recognizable. This implies that the typechecking
problem for macro expansion is decidable. A major drawback of this approach
is the time complexity. Therefore we designed a practical typechecking discipline.
We equip every macro definition with a type expression describing the input
forests. On the basis of this type information the macro processor computes an
output type for the macro. Having inferred this output type, we aim at extending
the given output DTD to a DTD for admissible input possibly containing
unexpanded macros.
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§ 1 Introduction
XML is a language for storing structured data in a sequential format. It is originally designed for the
use in document processing[11] and it is believed to become the de facto data exchange format for
the Internet[9].
All classical document processing systems support a mechanism which is called macro. A macro is
a named collection of actions. It is often nothing but an abbreviation for a longer piece of text which
will frequently appear in a document. In this case macro processing becomes text replacement:
whenever the macro name appears in the document it will be automatically replaced by the defined
piece of text. Macros get more powerful by having additional parameters. Then macros are expanded
dependent on the actual input.
In the case of XML, documents are structured by inserting markup into the text, indicating the start
and the end of a logical component. Each logical component, called element is enclosed between a
start-tag and an end-tag. We can consider an XML document as a tree whose nodes are labeled with
tags. Besides, the concept of entities is known in XML. These are a mechanism for modularization
of a document[11][6]. Entities do not have arguments. Their references in a document are replaced
by constant text. As stated in[5], XML entities are only an abbreviation device. Our aim is to introduce
macros with arguments.
A macro for XML is a named description of a forest. Whenever a parser makes a document available
to an application the macro is expanded to the defined forest. Assume we define macro m as the
forest
<a/><b/><c/>

then a document instance p and its expansion might look like:

Figure 1

m is replaced by the forest <a/><b/><c/>. We can think of parameters as element content of the
macro. Each parameter itself is a forest. In the macro definition we refer to a parameter with a special
element <par p="i"/> where i is the number of the input forest we want to refer to. If we define
macro n as
<b/><par p="2"/><h><par p="1"/></h>

then we get:
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Figure 2

While XML is a markup language we therefore can conceive macros as higher-order markup[3] in
the following sense: given a possibly empty input forest, a macro is evaluated to an output forest,
consisting of text and normal markup.
As XML is a data exchange format, some sort of agreement is necessary so that one application is
able to understand the data produced by another. This agreement is known as document type definition,
DTD for short. A DTD is a context-free grammar describing a set of trees.
In general, it is easy to check if a document is of a given type. Normally this is done at parsing time
and called validation. Often documents are automatically generated by programs. Then we want to
check if every document produced by the program is of a given type. This process is called
typechecking problem. For a program P and an output type τ it asks whether all data instances
produced by P are of type τ. An important application class are transformers. They map XML trees
to XML trees. Milo, Suciu and Vianu focus on the typechecking problem in[10] from a different
point of view. Given a description of valid outputs and a program that transforms documents, determine
the set of inputs which are guaranteed to produce valid outputs only. Macro expansion constitutes a
simple form of tree transformation. We will show that for every macro expansion and a given output
type this set of inputs is computable. This result implies that the typechecking problem for macro
expansion is decidable. A drawback of this approach is the exponential time it needs.
Therefore we have chosen another approach for an implementation. We construct in polynomial
time a DTD for a large set of inputs which is guaranteed to produce valid outputs only, given that
we implement the macro system as a typed programming language. According to this approach we
equip a macro definition with a type for each input forest. Then it is possible to infer the output type
of the macro. Having an output type for each macro we extend the given output DTD to a DTD for
admissible input possibly containing unexpanded macros. In this way the XML parser is able to
validate the document before expanding the macros.
Our implementation[14] uses fxp[6] as our XML parser and is written in the functional programming
language SML[7][8].
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Figure 3
The macro system at a glance

In the following section we present a very small but powerful macro language for XML. Having
introduced some definitions in the forth section, the expressiveness and the relation to k-pebble
transducers is shown. Then we present our practical typechecking algorithm.

§ 2 The Macro Language
In this section we develop some examples of programming in our small macro language for XML.
The language uses XML for both, defining and calling macros.
Suppose that we are using an XML based mailtool to create and read our mail. The following document
type definition (DTD) specifies how the elements inside a mail should relate to each other.
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

email
header
from
to
cc
subject
reply-to
body
signature

(header,body,signature) >
(from,to+,cc*,subject,reply-to?) >
(#PCDATA) >
(#PCDATA) >
(#PCDATA) >
(#PCDATA)*>
(#PCDATA) >
(#PCDATA) >
(#PCDATA) >

A mail consists of a header, a body and a signature. The header contains information about who
authored the message, the intended recipients and the subject of the message. The body contains the
information the sender is trying to communicate. And signature is a personal footer which is added
to each outgoing message[13].
Now let us define two very simple macros:
<def macro='bart'>bart@springfield-elementary.edu</def>
<def macro='f'><from><bart/></from></def>

Every time these macros are used in a document instance they will produce the same output because
they do not depend on any input. The new macro element f does not have any content, it is an empty
element. Each macro call <f/> will be replaced by
<from>bart@springfield-elementary.edu</from>.
In a macro definition every already defined macro can be used. The macro definition of f uses macro
bart to produce the content of from.
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The next macro, family, expands to a forest consisting of three to elements. Creating a new message,
this macro can be used as a mail alias to send the message to every family member.
<def macro='family'>
<to>homer.simpson@snpp.com</to>
<to>marge@freemail.org</to>
<to>lisa@freemail.org</to>
</def>

As stated before, if macros do not have arguments macro processing becomes text replacement. Now
we want to look at macros with arguments. Normally, the from and reply-to fields are the same in
every mail we send. Therefore it would be useful to define a macro that takes only the recipients and
the subject as input while the other fields of the header are produced automatically. Such a macro
looks like
<def macro='h'>
<header>
<f/>
<par/>
<subject><par p='2'/></subject>
<reply-to><me/></reply-to>
</header>
</def>

Macro h takes two forests as arguments. These forests will be inserted at the corresponding places.
The first argument contains the recipients and the second argument the subject of the message. The
special element <par p="i"/> is a reference to the forest with number i. The input forests are
numbered from left to right starting with 1. The element <par/> is an abbreviation for <par
p="1"/>.
A call of this macro can be
<h><family/><sep/>Radioactive Man</h>

The macro element family expands to several to elements. The empty element sep is a reserved
element of the macro language. It is used to separate the different input forests. The second argument
is the text "Radioactive Man". During expansion this text is placed between the start- and end-tag
of the subject element.
For our practical typechecking algorithm it is necessary to type the input forests of the macro. The
type is given in the syntax of XML content models. On the basis of this type information the macro
processor computes a type expression for the output forest.
According to the DTD it is easy to see that after the from element one or more to elements follow,
then optionally cc elements followed by a subject and optionally a reply-to address. Therefore the
type of the input for macro h is (to+,sep,#PCDATA). The typed macro definition is:
(to+,sep,#PCDATA) <def macro='h'>
<header>
<f/>
<par/>
<subject><par p='2'/></subject>
<reply-to><me/></reply-to>
</header>
</def>
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An additional element of the macro language handles attributes. The value of an attribute can be set
by an attribute in the macro call. The macro test creates an element style with the attribute color.
The value of color is the value of attribute col of the macro call.
EMPTY <def macro='test'>
<style color='$col'>Lisa Simpson</style>
</def>

For example, the macro call <test col='yellow'/> will produce <style
color='yellow'>Lisa Simpson</style>.
A possible document instance with the unexpanded macros family and h might look like:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="L1"?>
<!DOCTYPE email SYSTEM "Email.dtd">
<!-- open file MailMacros.xml
-->
<!-- and read the macro definitions -->
<?UsePackage MailMacros.xml?>
<!-- begin mail
-->
<email>
<h><family/><sep/>Radioactive Man</h>
<body>
None of the new superheroes can hold a candle
to "Radioactive Man".
</body>
<signature>
Ay Caramba!
</signature>
</email>
<!-- end mail
-->

The call of macro h uses <sep/> to separate the two input forests. The macro processor expands
the document to:
<email>
<header>
<from>bart@springfield-elementary.edu</from>
<to>homer.simpson@snpp.com</to>
<to>marge@freemail.org</to>
<to>lisa@freemail.org</to>
<subject>Radioactive Man</subject>
<reply-to>bart@springfield-elementary.edu</reply-to>
</header>
<body>
None of the new superheroes can hold a candle
to "Radioactive Man".
</body>
<signature>
Ay Caramba!
</signature>
</email>

In addition the processor extends the original DTD. In this generated DTD the macros are used as
normal elements. Macro h for example produces a tree of type header. It follows that h can be used
in every context where header can be used.
<!ELEMENT email
<!ELEMENT header

((header|h),body,signature) >
((from|f),(to+|family),cc*,subject,reply-to?)

<!ELEMENT from

(#PCDATA|bart)* >

>
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<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

to
cc
subject
reply-to
body
signature
sep
bart
f
family
h

(#PCDATA|bart)* >
(#PCDATA|bart)* >
(#PCDATA|bart)* >
(#PCDATA|bart)* >
(#PCDATA|bart)* >
(#PCDATA|bart)* >
EMPTY >
EMPTY >
EMPTY >
EMPTY >
(#PCDATA|sep|to|bart)* >

With this DTD it is possible to validate a document with unexpanded macro calls. A document
conforming to the extended DTD then is guaranteed to be expanded into a document which conforms
to the original DTD.

§ 3 Trees and Forests
A semistructured data instance is a tree whose nodes are labeled with tags. We use a simple syntax
to represent these trees.
Let Σ be an alphabet whose symbols are the tags of the trees. The sets TΣ of trees t and FΣ of forests
f over Σ are given as follows:

Figure 4

For a tree t = a<f> this occurrence of a is called the root node of t and sym(t)=a is the symbol of
that node or the tag with which t is labeled. succ(t)=f are the children or successors of t.
For t = "s" the tree only consists of the character data s and does not have any children. Trees of
this form are also called text nodes.
The sets TΣ and FΣ are given by the document type definition (DTD). The DTD is a context-free
language which describes for each tree t the type of the content. These content specifications are
regular expressions defining succ(t).

§ 4 Expressiveness
Milo, Suciu and Vianu study in[10] the typechecking problem for XML transformers: given a
description of valid outputs -- through some recognizable tree set -- and a program that transforms
documents, determine the set of inputs which are guaranteed to produce valid outputs only.
In order to model the XML transformers, they introduce the concept of k-pebble transducers. These
transducers can express many transformations over unranked trees over a given finite alphabet. For
example a 1-pebble transducer TC can copy the input tree to the output, or a transducer TE maps a
tree to an exponentially larger tree. The authors point out that every top-down tree transducer[12]
can be expressed as a 1-pebble transducer[10]. Macro expansion constitutes another simple form of
tree transformation. Surprisingly, this expansion cannot be implemented by using k-pebble transducers.
Theorem The macro expansion cannot be expressed with k-pebble transducers.
Proof Consider the macro m whose expansion is defined as the duplication of the input forest:
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Figure 5

It follows that the n-fold composition

Figure 6

produces an output forest f'=f2 which has length exponential in the length of the input forest f. Using
the function encode from[10] that encodes unranked trees and forests into binary trees, the resulting
forest f' is mapped to a tree of exponential depth. On the other hand, by proposition 3.8 in[10], the
set of output trees produced by a k-pebble transducer for a tree t, always contains some tree s whose
depth is polynomial in the size of t. We conclude that the output f' cannot be produced by any k-pebble
transducer.
n

Accordingly, the following results do not follow from the analogous results for k-pebble transducers
in[10].
Theorem Assume we are given a recognizable set R.

1. Then the set H-1(R) of trees t, whose macro expansion H(t) are in R, is recognizable.
2. Given a deterministic bottom-up automaton for R, a deterministic bottom-up automaton
for H-1(R) can be constructed in exponential time.
Proof The key idea is to enhance the bottom-up automaton for R to a monoid automaton. Let AR be

any deterministic bottom-up automaton for R

Figure 7

The sets PR and QR represent the tree and forest states, respectively. q0 is the initial state and FR are
the final states. The side-transition SideR describes how a state is assigned to a forest. The up-transition
UpR describes how a tree state is assigned to a tree. For a more precise definition see [6].
Let M=QR→ QR be the monoid of functions from QR into itself, equipped with the operation

Figure 8

Let µ denote the homomorphism from i PR* into the monoid M which maps tree states of the given
automaton AR to M such that
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Figure 9

This reflects the natural relation between tree and forest states. In order to assign a state to a forest,
a tree state is first assigned to each tree of the forest. Traversing this word of tree states from left to
right and performing a side transition at each step, a forest state is obtained from an initial state[6].
The homomorphism µ describes the side transition which can be performed at a tree state p∈ PR,
even if we do not have any information about the already performed transitions. We construct
automaton A1 where we use the monoid M for forest states and side transitions. Thus,

Figure 10

The new side transition of A1 is the composition of the reached forest state m∈ M and µ(p). An up
transition for a forest state m and symbol a yields a tree state for the tree with label a. Thus, the up
transition of A1 first computes the actual forest state q'∈ QR by applying the monoid element (which
is a function PR→ PR) to the initial state q0. From a and the resulting state q' the new tree state is
obtained by the up transition of AR:

Figure 11

The computation starts with forest state m0=µ(ε) which is indeed the identity function 1 in monoid
M. Automaton A1 accepts if a forest state m is reached which describes a series of transitions ending
in an accepting state of AR.

Figure 12

This automaton exactly accepts R because it simulates the computation of AR through the transition
monoid M. We now construct from A1 the automaton A2 for the pre-image H-1(R):

Figure 13

This automaton has to accept the set of trees t, whose macro expansion H(t)∈ R. Assume t is given
as
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Figure 14

with macro α and f1,...,fk forests. Assume for example, that the macro α is defined as follows:

Figure 15

where xi<>, 1≤i≤k, are formal parameters which are to be replaced by the actual parameters fi when
α is expanded. For simplicity, we assume that we are given n empty trees xi<> signalizing the formal
parameters. The automaton A2 has to simulate this expansion and accept only those trees whose
expansion is in R. Tree states are elements in M. The new state m# signalizes that the computation
has reached the delimiter symbol # separating parameter forests. State
is an error state. Forest
states are tuples of elements in M. Let r be the maximum arity of all used macros then

Figure 16

The forest states are chosen as tuples because we need to store the monoid elements corresponding
to each actual parameter forest separately. The computation starts with m0∈ M, the same initial state
as in A1. The automaton accepts and stops in the same states as A1. Note that A2 still has to accept R.
This is the case if no macros at all appear in the document. The side transition collects the input
forests in the following way: If a "normal" tree state p∈ M is reached while traversing a forest from
left to right, the right-most element of the tuple is replaced by a new state. This new state is computed
by a side transition of A1. On the other hand, if the delimiter symbol is reached, the tuple itself is
extended by a new element. This element is an initial forest state of A1. Suppose there are more than
r forests, the new state will be the error state . If the delimiter # does not appear in the forest, Side2
shows exactly the same behaviour as the side transition of automaton A1.

Figure 17

An up transition for a forest state and a symbol yields a new tree state. For a "normal" symbol a and
a forest state m, Up2 simulates the behaviour of automaton A1. If A2 is once run into the error state
, the automaton will be trapped in this state. The delimiter symbol # is handled like an empty
element and leads to state m#. The most interesting case of Up2 is the macro expansion. Then the
expansion eα of macro α has to be evaluated. This is done by [·] ρ:Q2→ M.
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Figure 18

[·] ρ simulates the expansion of a macro α. ρ is an environment which defines the mapping from
formal parameters to forest states. If the expansion simply consists of a formal parameter xi the
corresponding forest state is returned. If the expansion is a forest t1... tn the trees are recursively
evaluated by [·] ρ where the results are then composed by means of the monoid operation. For a tree
a<f> the expansion [·] ρ is apllied to the forest f and then the up transition of automaton A1 is returned.
Note that an expansion of a constant tree leads to the same tree state as in A1.

Figure 19

We verify by induction over the height of a tree t and forest f that every macro is correctly expanded,
macro calls with too many arguments lead to the error state, and that for every expanded tree or
forest only those states are computed which were computed in A1. From the construction of M follows
immediately that the bottom-up automaton for H-1(R) can be constructed in exponential time.
In general, typechecking is the problem of verifying that all data instances produced by a program
are valid with respect to an output type. For a program

Figure 20

- taking an input x∈ X and returning the output P(x) - let τ1⊆ X be some input type and τ2⊆ Y; then
the typechecking problem asks whether

Figure 21

The macro system presented in this paper maps XML trees to XML trees. Therefore the program
has functionality:

Figure 22

The mapping is given by the set of macro definitions. We conclude:
Theorem The typechecking problem for macro expansion is decidable.
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Proof Let H be a macro expansion. Let R be a regular type; then the typeckecking problem asks for

an input t whether

Figure 23

The previous theorem shows that H-1(R) is accepted by a finite automaton A. Therefore the
typechecking problem can be reduced to the question whether

Figure 24

where L(A) is the language accepted by A. This problem is decidable because membership in a regular
language is decidable[2].

§ 5 Practical Typechecking
In the previous section we have proved that the typechecking problem for macro expansion is
decidable. We also have shown that we can construct a bottom-up automaton for the pre-image of
a macro expansion in exponential time. The time complexity is a major drawback for a practical
macro system.
We now try to establish a typing discipline for macros. While Lämmel and Lohmann represent
changes in the formats of documents as stepwise transformation on the underlying DTD[4], we have
chosen a different approach. For a macro expansion H and a given DTD d, we try to exhibit a large
set of inputs which is guaranteed to produce valid outputs only. Therefore we aim at extending the
given DTD d to a DTD d'. This DTD d' is a description for admissible input possibly containing
unexpanded macros.
The macro system presented in this paper maps XML trees to XML trees.

Figure 25

The mapping is given by the set M of macro definitions. Each macro is defined as a pair (m,σ). m
describes the expansion and σ denotes the type expression of the input forest on which the expansion
works.
In XML, a type expression τ is either EMPTY or ANY or a regular expression r over the alphabet
Σ∪{#PCDATA}. The set Θ of type expressions τ is given as follows:

Figure 26

where r1 and r2 are regular expressions over Σ∪{#PCDATA}. Note that a type expression constrains
the element's content. They constrain which element types can appear as children of the element[11].
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So they describe only the top level or root nodes of successors and not the complete type of a tree
or forest. Elements of a type expression τ are the words of the language L(τ) which is defined
inductively on the structure of τ:

Figure 27

In our case, the type expression σ constrains the input forest of a macro m. From this expression σ
and the description of the expansion we infer a type expression R(m)=σ' for the output of a macro
m. For that reason, we infer the type expression typ() for the forest describing the macro expansion.
The empty forest is mapped to EMPTY, a text node to #PCDATA, a tree to the symbol of the root
node, and a forest recursively to the sequence of tree type expressions.

Figure 28

For a tree t=xi<>, i∈{1,2,3,...} the type expression is defined as follows

Figure 29

where ptyp: {1,2,3,...}→Θ is a function which maps the formal parameter to its type:
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Figure 30

In the definition of macro m unexpanded macros (n1,σ1),...,(nk,σk) can appear. We can assume that
the type expressions R(ni) of their output are already evaluated. If t=ni<f> is a macro call, i.e.
sym(t)∈M, and if L(typ(f))⊆L(σi) then the type of t is

Figure 31

Having inferred the type expression R(m)=σ' for macro m, we check if σ' occurs somewhere in the
content type definitions of DTD d. As stated before, a DTD describes for each element, the element's
content by a so-called content model. Our type expressions are an extension of the content model
because we do not distinguish between element content and mixed content. But it is easy to see that
there is a mapping from type expressions to content models. We check for every content model c
whether

Figure 32

For each sub expression of c the inclusion is tested. If this test provides true then the macro produces
a forest of this type and we can compose the tested sub expression and the macro by or without
changing the semantics of the content model. Content models for element content are given as
deterministic finite automata (DFA). This implies that the test can be done in polynomial time because
the complement of a DFA can be computed in polynomial time. Then the inclusion test can be reduced
to

Figure 33

For example, let c be given as (c1,(c2|c3)). If σ'⊆ c2, then we can extend c to (c1,((c2|m)|c3)) where m
is the name of macro m. In this way, we can build up an extended DTD d' in polynomial time for
admissible input for the macro expansion H. It follows as a consequence that

Figure 34

In addition, our macro system can deal with nested macros. This means, the input forest of a macro
can be generated by another macro. The order of evaluation is bottom-up. Accordingly, the innermost
macro is expanded at first. With the resulting forest the next one and so on until the outermost macro
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is expanded. In order to reflect nested macros in the automatically generated DTD, the content type
definitions of macros are also extended.
As stated in a previous section, every XML tree can have an arbitrary number of attributes. The
macro processor uses fxp's programming interface[6] to handle attributes. The used attributes and
their values are validated at expansion time by fxp.

§ 6 Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented several examples how to define macros with our macro language. We consider
this macro language suitable for document processing systems. The language is very small and
authors or programmers need not learn a completely new syntax, as the macro language uses XML
syntax.
We have also shown for the presented macro system that the typechecking problem is decidable,
and that the pre-image of an expansion can be computed in exponential time.
For the practical use of the macro system we designed a typechecking discipline which computes
for every macro an output type. With this type, it is possible to generate an extended DTD describing
inputs that produce valid documents with respect to a given output DTD. Using a DTD-aware editor,
it is also possible to determine which macros are available and which macros are allowed in the
actual context. Because of the extended DTD macro elements can be handled like normal markup.
Beyond the immediate focus on typechecking with DTDs, it remains for future work to extend the
results also to other schema languages like XML Schema.
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